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Your brain works 24/7. Even when you’re asleep, it never is. It’s listening, sensing and 

dealing with stressors to keep you safe and sound. It’s resolving solutions, making decisions and 

thinking about possibilities even when you’re not aware of it. This “always on” organ is so 

devoted, it never takes a break or a vacation. But neuroscientists also say it has its limits. Sleep is 

one way your brain cleans up after a full day, although it’s still on the job. 

Go To The Land of Nod 

According to brain scientist, Jill Bolte Taylor, author of My Stroke Of Insight, “Every 

ability you have, you have brain cells that are communicating. When you’re walking, you have 

brain cells communicating with the muscles to move. The cells in your brain are constantly 

working. They eat and they create waste, so sleep is the optimal time for the waste to be cleared 

out between the cells so they can actually function. I compare it to when the garbage collectors 

go on strike, we know how congested the streets become. That’s exactly the same thing going on 

with the brain cells. If you wake up to an alarm before your system is ready to wake up, you have 

cut part of a cycle of sleep off that your brain wanted. Sleep is about rejuvenating the brain.” A 

study at Iowa State University published this month in the journal Sleep shows that sleep 

restriction actually amplifies your anger. It’s as if the brain gets mad when it doesn’t get the rest 

it needs. 

Don’t Just Do Something, Sit There 

“Sit and do nothing?” you ask. I can imagine you rolling your eyes, glancing at your to-

do list. You’re up to your eyeballs in work, deadlines loom and you can’t find enough hours in 

the day to juggle emails, work remotely and home school the kids. It’s counter-intuitive, but 

doing nothing is productivity’s brakes to doing something’s gas. If you were a car without 

brakes, you’d burn out your engine, but you don’t have to let that happen to achieve career 

success. According to neuroscientists, boredom has gotten a bum rap, and it can actually amp up 

your creativity, task engagement and job productivity. 

Neuroscientist Alicia Walf, a researcher in the Department of Cognitive Science at 

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, says it’s critical for brain health to let yourself be bored from 

time to time. Being bored, she says, improves social connections. Social neuroscientists have 

found that the brain has a default network mode that is on when we’re disengaged from doing. 

Boredom can actually foster creative ideas, refilling your dwindling reservoir, replenishing your 

work mojo and providing an incubation period for embryonic work ideas to hatch. In those 

moments that might seem boring, empty and needless, strategies and solutions that have been 

there all along in some embryonic form are given space and come to life. And your brain gets a 

much needed rest when we’re not working it too hard. Famous writers have said their most 

creative ideas come to them when they’re moving furniture, taking a shower or pulling weeds. 

These eureka moments are called insight.  
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Make A To-Be List 

The Italians have a name for it: “il dolce far niente”—the sweetness of doing nothing. It 

doesn’t translate in the United States, where tasks and schedules define us. The closest 

translation we have is “killing time.” But “il dolce far niente” demands more: to intentionally let 

go and prioritize being alongside of doing. Doing nothing has been compared to the pauses 

integral to a beautiful piece of music. Without the absences of sound, the music would be just 

noise. “Il dolce far niente” provides the brain the brakes it needs to recharge so that it can be 

more productive. 

So ditch that outdated adage, “An idle mind is the devil’s workshop,” and alongside your 

to-do list, create a to-be list—a time when you can be mindfully present in each moment. You 

give yourself elbowroom to stretch and deep breathe between appointments, time to walk around 

the block and clear your head. Or meditate, pray, practice chair yoga at your desk, watch the 

grass grow or just contemplate the universe. Your brain will be happier and healthier when it 

coexists with idle moments without imperatives, nothing to rush to, fix, or accomplish. After 

applying the brakes and doing something for nothing more than the sheer pleasure of it, you’re 

ready to go again. Then watch your resilience, creativity and productivity soar. 
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